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deep blue

deep blue

deep blue

deep blue

&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
-konpiki no umi ni ukanda kimi ni-
ikite'ru koto kara mabuta wo tojiru
yukkuri to tsuita inochi wa shiroi
itetsuku kokoro ni daremo furenai

-konpiki no umi ni negatta kimi ni-
yowai mama no kimi  kimi wa kimi de ii
hibiku kana? kimi e  sabite'ru koe ga
kotoba ni dekinai  ima wa furete itai

asu ga
mou mienai  shinkai yori mo yori fukaku  sou fukaku  fukaku fukaku nemuru asu

deep blue
wasurerarenai koto ga kitto karasukita kara
deep blue
donna koe de donna kotoba de ore ni nani wo tsutaeru darou

-konpiki no umi ni namida wa mazaru-
daremo kitsukanai  naita imi sae
sukueru hazu mo nai  inochi wo kanji
ima dake de mo ii  ikite kudasai

mou mienai  shinkai yori mo yori fukaku  sou fukaku  fukaku fukaku nemuru kimi

deep blue
itsu no ma ni ka  kitsuku koto ni naresugita hibi
deep blue
fuyu ga nemuru ano kisetsu ni wa hanataba wo soe ni yuku kara
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

== English Translation ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
-To you who floated on the azure sea-
You shut your eyes from living
The life you slowly exhaled is white
Nobody touches the frozen heart

-To you wished on the azure sea-
You who remain weak, you are to as you are
Sound to you? My rusty voice
I can't put into words, I want to be touching on now



Tomorrow
Can't see anymore, deeper than deep sea, so deep, deeply deeply tomorrow is sleeping

deep blue
Because it was too painful that I can't forget
deep blue
I wonder what you tell me with what kind of voice and what kind of words

-Tears are blended into the azure sea-
Nobody notices even the meaning of my crying
Feel the life that never can be saved
Just for now, please live

Can't see anymore, deeper than deep sea, so deep, deeply deeply you are sleeping

deep blue
The days that I was too used to be wounded before I realised it
deep blue
I'll go to pay tribute to you the bouquet of flowers in that season when the winter sleeps
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